
DEFINE.  DESIGN.  DELIVER.

PENTESEC SERVICES 
SECURE THE CLOUD 

Technology First means we only offer services we believe in and have mastered. We embed these services into 
our infrastructure, so our engineers have authentic experience using the solutions that we provide to you.

Cloud Access 
Security Broker 

Proofpoint's Cloud Access Security Broker 
(PCASB) protects people and data from 
advanced threats, accidental sharing and 
compliance risks in the cloud. 

With PCASB, you can deploy cloud apps and 
services with confidence and secure applications 
like O365, Google G Suite, Box and more.

Powerful analytics help you grant the right levels 
of access to users and third-party apps based on 
the risk factors that matter to you.

Proofpoint’s solution gives you people-centric 
visibility and control over your cloud apps, so you 
can deploy cloud services with confidence and 
protect your people, your data and your business.

Cloud Security 
Orchestration 
and Compliance

Check Point's CloudGuard Dome9 is a 
comprehensive software platform for public cloud 
security and compliance orchestration. 

Dome9 lets organisations visualise and assess their 
security posture, detect misconfigurations, model 
and enforce security best practices and protect 
against identity theft and data loss in the cloud. 

Dome9 delivers security capabilities across Amazon 
Web Services, Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud 
Platform (GCP).

Enforce gold standard policies across accounts, 
projects, regions and virtual networks to enhance 
your protection and secure your environment.

Web Application 
Security and Firewall 

Browsers are often the weakest link in application 
security. 

F5's Advanced Web Application Firewall (WAF) 
protects your apps with behavioural analytics, 
proactive bot defence and application-layer 
encryption of sensitive data. 

Attackers try to compromise the user via common 
phishing attacks embedded in email messages or 
social media posts. 

Malicious links enable attackers to embed 
malware on the target machine. 

With F5 you can detect and mitigate attacks with 
the highest level of accuracy, before they cause 
damage.

To learn more about how Pentesec’s Services can benefit your business, contact us today: 
Call 0845 519 1337 or Email sales@pentesec.com




